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En

Metalarte Icons is a new category in the Metalarte
catalogue. A tribute to designs that withstand the
test of time and changing fashions. The ones that
give us personality and make us recognizable as a
brand in the world of lighting. They include lamps
such as Alta Costura by Josep Aregall, Dojo by
Antoni Arola and Triana by Ramón Úbeda and Otto
Canalda. We have refreshed and updated them with
new finishes.
Triana

About Metalarte

Triana is a floor lamp in the manner of those made
in the past. With three feet in this case. Elegant and
noble. With a sculptural housing and a fine handmade chinz lamp shade. Its singularity is that it comes in three shade sizes for the same base, shades
that can be changed around and give it three different personalities according to their size: small,
medium or large. All are just as good in the living
room of the most select houses or the hall of the
most elegant hotel. Designed by Ramón Úbeda and
Otto Canalda, it came onto the market in 2008 with
a black lacquered foot, stylised like a stiletto heel. It
is now available in three new versions that triple its
possibilities: In bright while colour, luminous yellow
–also for the shade– which will not go unnoticed,
and a quiet version in natural wood finish to satisfy
Nordic taste.

Metalarte is a decorative lighting brand within the Luxiona
Group, which is defined by a vision that mixes the contemporary with the traditional and the capacity to constantly move
forwards and adapt to changing times. Since its foundation in
1932, Metalarte has maintained a catalogue that balances the
future and the past, with a clear focus on Spanish design and
its creators.
LUXIONA, experienced in lighting
Light is our reason to be. The development and delivery of
the best integrated solutions for design, production and sales,
adapting to the specific needs of every architectural Project.
Through the TROLL, METALARTE and SAGELUX brands,
LUXIONA provides a wide range of global solutions for technical, decorative and emergency lighting. Trust, security and
flexibility are the foundation of our international success.
With an HQ is Spain, the LUXIONA Group has subsidiaries
in Mexico, Peru, China, Poland, France, Italy, Germany and
Hong Kong.
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